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Going Beyond the Classroom: Super-Curricular Learning  
 

One of the best ways you stand out during your Sixth Form studies is through the amount of independent 

study you undertake outside of the classroom. Regardless of your future plans, the ability to extend yourself 

and research independently into your interests is an invaluable skill – this will support your university 

applications and/or future job applications and interviews. All universities expect more than just classroom 

knowledge, which is where super- curricular activities come in; these are academic enrichment tasks that 

show you are interested in your studies beyond what is on the school syllabus.  

This ‘Discovery List’ has been put together to help you develop your interests not only in you chosen fields of 

study, but also in the wider world around you.  

General resources  

 

I Tunes U  

 Free podcasts, video lectures, reading recommendations  

 A whole range of resources from leading universities (Oxford, Yale)  

 

YouTube  

 Has its own educational channel – EDU   

 

Staircase 12  

 www.staircase12.org  

 A website put together by University College, Oxford  

 Contains interviews and book reviews from current students  

 

Radio 4   

 Excellent range of archive material o Recommended – Week in Westminster / Thinking Allowed /         

A History of the World / In Our Time  

 

TED  

 Watch talks from experts from a variety of fields  

 

MOOCs – Massive Open Online Courses – These online courses provide videos, reading lists and activities – 
you often don’t need to formally complete the course  

 FutureLearn – www.futurelearn.com  

 EdX – www.edx.org  

 Coursera – www.coursera.org  

  

Websites of Professional organisations  

 www.rsc.org – Royal Society of Chemistry  

 www.history.org.uk – The Historical Association   

  

Read newspapers!   

 Some online versions are free   

 Read more than one to develop your critical skills  

http://www.futurelearn.com/
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Art and Design  
 
Welcome to A level Art and Design EDUQAS. This course provides students with the opportunity to develop 
artistic skills using a wide range of media and techniques. Students are required to be self-motivated, 
independent and dedicated in order to fulfil the criteria of the assessment objectives 
 
“Instead of thinking outside of the box, get rid of the box” –Deepak Chopra- 

 

Books  

 The Andy Warhol Diaries Edited by Pat Hackett pub by Warner Books  

 The American Leonardo: A Tale of 20th Century Obsession, Art and Money by John Brewer  

 I Was Vermeer: The Forger Who Swindled the Nazis by Frank Wynne  

 The Shock of the New, by Robert Hughes  

 

Magazines/Journals  

 Modern Painters - brilliant monthly magazine devoted to painting, only interviews with painters and 

exhibition reviews. Crafts Magazine - published every two months by the Crafts Council. For all aspects 

of the Applied Arts including interviews with Craftspeople, exhibition reviews, competitions to enter, 

job vacancies etc www.craftscouncil.org.uk   

 The Photographers' Magazine   

 Printmaking Today- pub by Cello Press, four issues per year www.cello.press 

  

 Larger galleries and Museum spaces, all with permanent exhibitions 

 The Tate Modern - Modern and Contemporary art   

 The Tate Britain - British Art   

 The Victoria and Albert Museum - Applied arts and design from around the world   

 The Design Museum   

 The National Portrait Gallery   

  

Useful Websites  

 Student Art Guide  www.studentartguide.com  

 Pinterest  www.pinterest.com 

 The British Museum www.thebritishmuseum.ac.uk  

 Victoria and Albert Museum www.vam.ac.uk  

 Hayward Gallery www.hayward-gallery.org.uk 

 National Gallery www.nationalgallery.org.uk 

 National Portrait Gallery www.npg.org.uk  

 Tate Britain www.tate.org.uk 

 ICA Modern Painters – UK www.ica.org.uk www.moderpainters.co.uk 
  

http://www.moderpainters.co.uk/
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Biology  
 
At Stanborough School we want students to gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of science and that 
of the wider world. In lessons we aim to raise student’s interest and motivate through outstanding teaching 
and learning. We aim to develop students scientific literacy and numeracy skills so they are able to 
communicate clearly and precisely in a variety of formats. Biology is taught using every day contexts that 
students will be familiar with. The subject is approached through a variety of different approaches and 
activities that include practical work, ICT, case studies and research. 
 
At Stanborough School we follow the A level OCR Biology exam board course. The aims and objectives of 
Biology A level are to enable students to develop their interest and enthusiasm for the subject. The course 
allows students to develop relevant practical skills alongside essential knowledge and understanding of a 
range of Biological concepts and scientific methods. Biological mathematics and problem-solving skills are fully 
integrated into teaching and learning and an understanding of its intrinsic value and significance is imparted to 
our students. The students will acquire an understanding of Biological mathematics and problem-solving skills. 
 
‘A’ level Biology students will have the opportunity to develop further their understanding and interest for 
Biology through participation in school trips, Olympiads and STEM activities.  
 
At the end of the course the students will sit three exam papers. Paper 1 Biological Process (2hour 15 mins 
duration), paper 2 Biological Diversity (2hour 15mins duration) and paper 3 Unified Biology (1hour 30 mins 
duration). 
 
Websites 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z2svr82 
http://www.a-levelnotes.co.uk/ocr-biology-notes.html# 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/assessment/ 
 
A level Biology textbook 
OCR AS/A level Biology A – ISBN: 978-1-4479 -9079-6 
OCR A level Biology A – ISBN: 978-1- 4479- 9080-2 

  

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z2svr82
http://www.a-levelnotes.co.uk/ocr-biology-notes.html
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/assessment/
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Business Studies  
 

Books 

How I Made It: 40 Successful Entrepreneurs Reveal How They Made Millions - Rachel Bridge  

An essential read for anyone that is thinking about starting their own business. Successful Entrepreneurs are 

interviewed about how they spotted a gap in a market, and developed a USP.  

 

The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference – Malcolm Gladwell  

A very readable and fascinating book, which looks into the reasons products become market leaders.  

 

The Google Story   

David A. Vise - An interesting investigation into the culture at Google, includes insights into the four day 

working week and soft management styles.  

 

The Toyota Way: 14 Management Principles from the World's Greatest Manufacturer - Jeffrey Liker  

Covers Japanese Management Techniques such as Kaizen and TQM.  

 

Business Stripped Bare: Adventures of a Global Entrepreneur - Sir Richard Branson  

The autobiography of Britain’s most famous entrepreneur 

 

The Intelligent Investor - Benjamin Graham  

The classic book on stock market investment, as recommended by Warren Buffet.  

 

No Logo - Naomi Klein  

Klein investigates the negative side to marketing and globalisation.  

 

House of Cards: How Wall Street's Gamblers Broke Capitalism - William D Cohan  

Explains the reason behind the continuing global financial crisis, which started in September 2008.  

 

Magazines 

 The Economist  

 Business Review Magazine  

 

Websites  

 www.tutor2u.net  

 www.bized.co.uk  

 www.businesscasestudies.co.uk  

 Freakonomics Podcast  

 www.bbc.co.uk/news/business  

 

Days Out and Visits  

 Museum of Brands – London Legoland – the growth of a brand Cadbury’s World  

http://www.bized.co.uk/
http://www.businesscasestudies.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business
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Chemistry  

Books  

 The Pleasure of Finding Things Out - Richard Feynman  

 Periodic Tales - Hugh Aldersey-Williams  

 The Disappearing Spoon - Sam Kean  

 Uncle Tungsten - Oliver Sachs  

 The Shocking History of Phosphorus: A Biography of the Devil’s Element - John Emsley  

Magazine/Journals  

 Scientific American  

 New Scientist  

 The Mole  

Places of Interest  

 Royal Society of Chemistry - Burlington Arcade Regents Street London 

 Science Museum 

 London Museum of the History of Science  

Websites  

 Periodic Table of Videos by Martyn Poliakoff www.youtube.com  

 Royal Society of Chemistry www.rsc.org.uk  

 Institution of Chemical Engineers www.icheme.org www.chemguide.co.uk  
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Computing & ICT  

 

Books  

 Trigger Happy: The inner life of videogames - Stephen Poole. A witty, comprehensive and passionate 

discourse on the videogame explosion. Essential reading for anyone with an interest in this industry.  

 Accidental Empires - Robert X Cringely. An insider’s account of the origins and growth of the micro-

computing industry from the earliest times to the present day; acerbic and funny in equal measure.  

 

Magazines  

 Wired New Scientist  

 

Websites 

 http://www.tnmoc.org/  

 http://pcpro.com  

 http://www.theregister.co.uk/  
  

http://pcpro.com/
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Drama and Theatre Studies  
  
Drama and Theatre consists of a combination of written and performance work that is assessed internally by 
teaching staff (moderated external) and externally marked examination tasks. 
  
Component 1: Devising (40% of the qualification) 
  
There are two parts to the assessment: 
  

 A portfolio of evidence documenting the approach a practitioners has on theatre 

 A performance/design realisation: students present a performance that demonstrates the practitioner’s 
approach 

This component is internally assessed by the Centre and externally moderated.  
  
Component 2: Text in Performance (20% of the qualification) 
  
There are two parts to the assessment: 
  

 A group performance/design realisation of one key extract from a performance text. 

 A monologue or duologue performance/design realisation from one key extract from a different performance 
text. 

This component is externally assessed by a visiting examiner.  
  
Component 3: Theatre Makers in Practice (40% of the qualification) 
  
There are three parts to the assessment: 
  

 Section A: Live Theatre Evaluation. Student must write about their choice of a live theatre production they 
have seen. 

 Section B: Page to Stage. Students must write about a play they have studied and how they will realise the 
design and performance elements of an unseen extract. 

 Section C: Interpreting a Performance Text. Students must write about their own interpretation/re-imagining 
of a play they have studied and how their ideas have been influenced by a theatre practitioner.  

 

Books  

AS Level  

Antigone – NHB classics – Sophocles, translated by Don Taylor Greek Theatre Performance: An Introduction by 

David Wiles Guide to Greek Theatre and Drama by Kenneth McLeish  

Practitioners  

An Actor Prepares by Constantin Stanislavski.  The complete Brecht toolkit by Stephen Unwin. The Theatre and 

its double by Antonin Artaud  
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A2  

The Revenger’s Tragedy (New mermaids edition) edited by Brian Gibbons  

The Trial by Steven Berkoff Steven Berkoff and the theatre of self-performance by Robert Cross  

Bookshops: National Theatre Bookshop – Royal National Theatre, Southbank, London  

Reading library has a good collection of play scripts  
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Economics  
 
We study the AQA specification 7136 
  
Students need to read the textbook of the relevant section we do in class each lesson; they also have a 
revision booklet which they can refer to if they need to.  
 
They should be spending approximately 45 min per week on consolidating their learning from class, this 
should include reading their notes from the lessons.  
There are also very good questions at the end of each chapter in their textbook which will help them 
consolidate their learning.  
  
On top of their weekly homework, the other key thing students should do on a daily basis is to keep up with 
current economic affairs and events. The BBC website (go to the business section and also the economy 
section from this) is the best, but they can also look at the Financial Times website, CNN, Bank of England, IMF 
and world bank. 
  
The examiners will expect students to have an up to date awareness of what is happening in the UK and wider 
world economy. Where key events happen (for example, the Budget and key UK economic growth figures get 
published), student should watch a quality news programme for discussion and analysis. 
  
Students should not really need a revision book, if they do purchase one, please make sure it is written 
specifically for the AQA specification. 
  
Students will be receiving a pack of multiple choice questions for every unit in the specification as from 
October half term on a weekly basis to help their revision. 
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English Language 
 
AQA B 7702 
Component 1: Language, the Individual and Society (Examination, 2 hours 30 minutes) 
Component 2: Language Diversity and Change (Examination, 2 hours 30 minutes) 
Component 3: Language in Action (Non-Examined Assessment, 3500 words) 
 
Suggested Reading 
The Language Handbook: Key Thinkers on Key Topics, EMC, 2018 
Revise AQA A-Level English Language, Dan Clayton, OUP, 2018 
Eats, Shoots and Leaves, Lynne Truss, 2007 
The Stories of English, David Crystal, 2005 
 
Magazines 
eMagazine 
Babel 
 
Websites 
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-language-7701-7702 
https://englishlangsfx.blogspot.com/ 
 

 

  

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-language-7701-7702
https://englishlangsfx.blogspot.com/
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English Literature  

 

AQA B 7717 

Component 1: Aspects of Tragedy (2 hours 30 minutes) 

Component 2: Elements of Political and Social Protest Writing (3 hours) 

Component 3: Theory and Independence (Non-Examined Assessment, 3000 words) 

 

Obviously you will have your set texts to read, but it would be beneficial and enjoyable for you to read around 

these. You could read more written by the author or written in the same genre.  

 

 Solar, Enduring Love, Saturday by Ian McEwan  

 Spies by Michael Frayn  

 Birdsong by Sebastian Faulks  

 A Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime by Mark Haddon  

 Outcast by Sadie Jones  

 Tess of the D’Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy  

 Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood  

 The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath  

 The Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler  

 The Color Purple by Alice Walker  

 Dracula by Bram Stoker  

 The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy  

 Captain Corelli's Mandolin by Louis de Bernieres  

 Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? by Philip K. Dick  

 Great Expectations by Charles Dickens  

 The Hound of the Baskervilles by Arthur Conan Doyle  

 Life of Pi by Yann Martel  

 The Reader by Bernard Schlink  

 Snow Falling on Cedars by David Guterson  

 Trainspotting by Irvine Welsh  

 
Suggested Reading 

 AQA English Literature B: Student Book, Adrian Beard, 2015 

 The Literature Reader: Key Thinkers on Key Topics, English and Media Centre, 2019 

 Tragedy: A Very Short Introduction, Adrian Poole, 2005 
 
Websites 

 https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-literature-a-7711-7712 

 http://www.orangeprize.co.uk/home  

 http://www.themanbookerprize.com 

  

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-literature-a-7711-7712
http://www.orangeprize.co.uk/home
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Geography  

 

Books  

 Powerdown: Options and Actions for a Post-Carbon World (2004) by Richard Heinberg.   

 The Grapes of Wrath (1939) by John Steinbeck.   

 The Great Thirst – Californians and Water (1992) by Norris Hundley.   

 Six Degrees: Our Future on a Hotter Planet (2008) by Mark Lynas.   

 The Global Casino (4th edition 2008) by Nick Middleton.   

 Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy (1974) and Smiley’s people (1979) by John Le Carre – also watch BBC’s film 

series of these books, available on DVD.   

 The New Rulers of the World (2003) by John Pilger.   

 The White Tiger by Aravind Adiga (The Man Booker prize winner in 2008).   

 The Debt Boomerang (1991) by Susan George.   

 Fixing Climate (2008) by Wallace Broeker and Robert Kunzig.   

 There is no such thing as a natural disaster (2006) by Chester Hartman and Gregory D Squires (about 

the New Orleans flood).   

 Richter 10 - Taming the Earthquakes (1996) by Arthur Clarke and (late) Mike McQuay.   

 Volcano – Nature’s Inferno (1997) National geographic.   

 Climate Wars: The Fight for Survival As the World Overheats by Gwynne Dyer.   

 Here on Earth by Tim Flannery.   

Films   

 Volcano (1997)   

 Dantes Peak (1997)   

 Earthquake (1974)   

 Water First- Reaching the Millennium Development Goals (2008) directed by Amy Hart. An inspiring 

 story from Malawi   

 Cyclo (1995) A Vietnamese film   

 When The Wind Blows (1986) a chilling cartoon   

 State of the Planet – a series made in 2001 and presented by David Attenborough   

 The Waterfront (2007)   

 There will be blood (2007)   

 An Inconvenient Truth (2006) presented by Al Gore (Global Warming)   

 Human Planet – 8 part BBC documentary series (2011) looking at human species interaction with the 

natural world  

 City of God (2002) – Terrific film which examines life in Brazil’s turbulent and often violent favelas.     

 Children of Men (2006) – Themes of population and migration.   

 Websites   

 http://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/geography  

 http://www.georesources.co.uk/indexalevel.htm  

 http://www.geography.org.uk/resources  

 http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ 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Government & Politics  
 
Books: 
 

 British Politics Guide for Dummies by Julian Knight  

 Politics: A very short introduction by Tony Wright  

 British Politics: A beginner’s guide by Richard S Grayson 

 British Politics: The Basics by Bill Jones  

 Any cheap texts you can find on Amazon on Liberalism, Conservatism and Socialism 
 
Websites/magazines: 

 Talking Politics  

 Economist  

 Quality Newspapers  

 Any pressure group websites e.g. www.greenpeace.org.uk 

  www.bbc.co.uk  

 www.labour.org.uk  

 www.libdems.org.uk  

 www.conservative.com  

 www.electoral-reform.org.uk 

  www.statistics.gov.uk  

 www.washingtonpost.com  

 www.nytimes.com  

 www.washingtontimes.com  

 www.realclearpolitics.com  

 www.politics1.com  

 www.democrats.org  

 www.rnc.org 

 www.channel4.com/news/ 

 www.newstatesman.com/uk 

 www.economist.com/ 
  

http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.labour.org.uk/
http://www.libdems.org.uk/
http://www.conservative.com/
http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/
http://www.politics1.com/
http://www.democrats.org/
http://www.rnc.org/
https://www.channel4.com/news/
https://www.newstatesman.com/uk
https://www.economist.com/
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History  
 
Textbooks: 

 Year 12: 
Edexcel AS/A Level History, Paper 1&2: Democracies in Change: Britain and the USA in the 20th 
Century Student Book + Activebook (Edexcel GCE History 2015). 

 Year 13: 

 Edexcel A Level History: Lancastrians, Yorkists and Henry VII 1399-1509 Student Book + Activebook 
Paper 3 (Edexcel GCE History 2015) 

 
Revision material and reading lists 

 All reading lists and revision material can be found on the following website: 
www.stanboroughhums.wix.com/history  

 
Password for guest areas: history2016 
  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Edexcel-Level-History-Paper-Democracies/dp/144798529X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1495476026&sr=8-1&keywords=Textbook%3A+Edexcel+AS%2FA+Level+History%2C+Paper+1%262%3A+Democracies+in+Change%3A+Britain+and+the+USA+in+the+20th+Century+Student+Book+%2B+Activebook+%28Edexcel+GCE+History+2015%29.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Edexcel-Level-History-Paper-Democracies/dp/144798529X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1495476026&sr=8-1&keywords=Textbook%3A+Edexcel+AS%2FA+Level+History%2C+Paper+1%262%3A+Democracies+in+Change%3A+Britain+and+the+USA+in+the+20th+Century+Student+Book+%2B+Activebook+%28Edexcel+GCE+History+2015%29.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/d/Books/Edexcel-Level-History-Lancastrians-Yorkists-1399-1509-Activebook/1447985397/ref=pd_sim_14_7?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=TYNFBED9MGREFHAVA02K
https://www.amazon.co.uk/d/Books/Edexcel-Level-History-Lancastrians-Yorkists-1399-1509-Activebook/1447985397/ref=pd_sim_14_7?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=TYNFBED9MGREFHAVA02K
http://www.stanboroughhums.wix.com/history
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Mathematics 
 
At Stanborough, we offer A level Mathematics, AS and A level Further Mathematics and the Level 3 Certificate 
Core Maths A.  All of these qualifications are administered by OCR. 
Mathematics A level is a well-respected qualification and is the only A level which research has shown to be 
linked to higher earnings, independent of all other qualifications achieved. It is especially useful because it is 
either required or encouraged for such a large range of university courses, apprenticeships and careers.  
Further Mathematics is a separate AS or A level which allows students to deepen and broaden their 
knowledge of the subject.  
 
A level Maths 
 
OCR H240 
Three equally weighted 2-hour exams at the end of Year 13 
 Paper 1: Pure Mathematics 
 Paper 2: Pure Mathematics and Statistics 
 Paper 3: Pure Mathematics and Mechanics 
 
Subject content 
For further detail see the full specification here: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308723-specification-
accredited-a-level-gce-mathematics-a-h240.pdf 
 
Required textbooks:  
A Level Mathematics for OCR Student Book 1 (AS/Year 1) ISBN: 9781316644287  
A Level Mathematics for OCR A Student Book 2 (Year 2) ISBN: 9781316644300 
 
Recommended calculators: 
Casio fx-991 EX Classwiz (minimum statistical requirements- costs approximately £25) 
Casio fx-CG50 Colour Graphic (top of the range- costs approximately £100) 
Other suitable calculators are available- please consult your maths teacher 
 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308723-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-mathematics-a-h240.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308723-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-mathematics-a-h240.pdf
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AS and A level Further Mathematics 
 
OCR H235/ H245 
Three equally weighted 75-minute exams for AS at the end of Year 12 or Year 13 
 Paper 1: Mandatory Pure Core 
 Paper 2: Mechanics 
 Paper 3: Discrete Mathematics 
 
Four equally weighted 90-minute exams for A level at the end of Year 13 
  
 Paper 1: Mandatory Pure Core 
 Paper 2: Mandatory Pure Core 
 Paper 3: Mechanics 
 Paper 4: Discrete Mathematics 
 
Subject content 
For further detail see the full specification here: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308752-specification-
accredited-a-level-gce-further-mathematics-a-h245.pdf 
 
Required textbooks 
A Level Further Mathematics for OCR A Pure Core Student Book 1 (AS/Year 1) ISBN: 9781316644386 
A Level Further Mathematics for OCR A Pure Core Student Book 2 (Year 2) ISBN: 9781316644393 
A Level Further Mathematics for OCR A Mechanics Student Book (AS/A Level) ISBN: 9781316644416 
A Level Further Mathematics for OCR A Discrete Student Book (AS/A Level) Cambridge Elevate Edition (2 
Years) ISBN: 9781108444316 (only available electronically, all other are available in print and electronic form) 
 
Level 3 Certificate OCR (MEI) Core Maths A 
 
OCR H866 
 
For further detail see the full specification here: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/173575-specification-
accredited-quantitative-reasoning-mei-h866.pdf 
No textbook for Core Maths. Scientific calculator as from GCSE is suitable. 
 
All mathematics qualifications are backed up by Integral online resources: www.integralmaths.org.uk. (Login 
required- please see maths teacher.) 
 
www.mymaths.co.uk is also useful for A level maths (login same as for KS3/GCSE) 
 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308752-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-further-mathematics-a-h245.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/308752-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-further-mathematics-a-h245.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/173575-specification-accredited-quantitative-reasoning-mei-h866.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/173575-specification-accredited-quantitative-reasoning-mei-h866.pdf
http://www.integralmaths.org.uk/
http://www.mymaths.co.uk/
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Media Studies 
 
What do we do in the subject? 
We aim to encourage media students to draw on their existing experience of the media and to develop their 
abilities to explore, as well as create, media. They will develop investigative, critical thinking and decision-
making skills through consideration of issues that are important, real and relevant to the world in which they 
live.  
 
Exam Board: Eduqas 
 
Revision 
Students should conduct wider reading on a weekly basis throughout the course. This should be for at least 2 
hours a week and can be analysing the opening sequences of a range of programmes, reading magazines and 
newspapers, and deconstructing the layout of a range of websites.  
 
To assist them with this revision they can use the student website that we subscribe to – 
www.media.edusites.co.uk  

 
Visits & Activities: 

 Location scouting for filming 

 Filming for television and film productions 

 Creating audio productions such as radio programmes 

 Possible visits to the BFI and National Film Theatre 
  

http://www.media.edusites.co.uk/
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Music  

 

Publications  

 Writing about Music workbook – Alistair Wightman - Rhinegold   

 History of Music – Cambridge assignments in Music – Roy Bennett   

 A History of Western Music – Burkholder, Grout and Palisca   

  

 Websites/Listening resources   

 www.lso.co.uk/gcse-a-level - introductions to various eras in the history of music – A level detail plus 

specific workshops on some set works   

 Classic fm   

 BBC Radio 3  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PE  

 

Books 

 Clegg, C. Exercise Physiology And Functional Anatomy (1995) Feltham Press   

 Walder, P. Mechanics And Sport Performance (1998) Feltham Press (1998)   

 Sports rule books and coaching guides   

 Sports Biographies/Autobiographies   

  

 Journals   

 Journal of Sports Sciences   

 Journal of Sport & Social Issues   

 All sports magazines will offer a view on performing, coaching, science, current issues or history of 

 sport(s). They are therefore valuable wider reading material   

 National newspapers. The sports pages report global events and the biggest issues  TV  

  

 Websites   

 www.mypeexam.com   

 www.sportengland.org   

 www.brianmac.co.uk   

 www.thefa.com 

 www.rfu.com  

  

 Live sport  

 Active involvement in a sports club or team is essential.   

 Go to live sports fixtures and events – This is fun and may help your grades!   

     
  

http://www.thefa.com/
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 Philosophy and Ethics  

 

Books  

 The Puzzle of God by Peter Vardy 

 The Puzzle of Evil  by Peter Vardy 

 The Puzzle of Ethics  by Peter Vardy 

 The Blind Watchmaker by Richard Dawkins  

 Look for ethical issues reported in newspapers  

 

Websites  

 www.bbc.co.uk/religion  

 www.iep.utm.edu (Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy)  

 www.philosophypages.com  
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Physics  
 
The work covered in lessons and any homework given is the minimum amount of work required. In your study 
periods and free time you should be: 

 Doing Practice questions from the end of each chapter of the textbook 

 Doing Examination questions from the end of each chapter of the textbook 

 Doing past paper questions from the previous syllabus that match the content you are covering (OCR 

website 'Physics A' syllabus, code H556) 

 Doing past paper questions from the physics section of the VLE (your use of this is being monitored!)  

 Revise subject content for the mock exams in June of year 12: 
Module 1 – Development of practical skills in Physics 
Module 2 – Foundations of Physics 
Module 3 – Forces and Motion 
Module 4 – Electrons, waves and photons 

Revise subject content for the mock exams in January of year 13. All of the above plus: Module 5 – 
Newtonian world and astrophysics 

Books  

 A short History of Nearly Everything - Bill Bryson   

 Why don’t penguins’ feet freeze? – New Scientist   

 The Grand Design – Stephen Hawkin and Leonard Mlodinow   

 Newton – Peter Ackroyd   

 The Quantum Universe: Everything that can happen does happen – Brian Cox and Jeff Forshaw   

  
 Magazines/journals   

 Physics World   

 Scientific American   

 New Scientist   
  
 Places of Interest 

 Science Museum   

 Imperial war museum   

 The planetarium   

 Greenwich observatory   

 
 Websites   

 www.iop.org  

 www.sixtysymbols.com  

 www.physicsworld.com  

   
  

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/type/gce/science/physics_a/documents/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/type/gce/science/physics_a/documents/
http://www.physicsworld.com/
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Psychology  

Books  
 Freud for Beginners by Richard Appignanesi and Oscar Zarate   

 Introducing Psychology: A Graphic Guide to Your Mind and Behaviour by Nigel Benson   

 Mindwatching: Why We Behave the Way We Do by H.J. Eysenck and Michael W. Eysenck   

 Psychology: A Very Short Introduction by Gillian Butler and Freda McManus   

 Psychology of Mind, Science and Behaviour by R Gross (5th edition)   

 Routledge Modular Psychology Series:   

o Awareness: biorhythms, sleep and dreaming  

o Classification and diagnosis  

o Early socialisation  

o Evolutionary explanations of human behaviour  

o Interpersonal relationships  

o Memory and forgetting  

o Physiological basis of behaviour  

o Psychopathology  

o Social cognition  

o Theoretical approaches in psychology  

o Therapeutic approaches  

Magazines/journals  

 Psychology Review (Quarterly)   

 The Psychologist (Monthly)   

 Scientific American (Monthly)   

 

Websites/organisations   

 The British Psychological Society (BPS): http://www.bps.org.uk   

 Washington University Neuroscience Dept: http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html  
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Sociology  

 

Magazines/journals  

Key magazines would include:  

 Sociology Review – available at a reduced rate subscription through the school   

 New Internationalist   

 The New Statesmen   

 The Economist  All newspapers are valuable resources for students. A number of key newspapers have 

sociologists writing articles, and cover stories in a very sociological in-depth way.  

Key newspapers include:   

 The Guardian – On Tuesday there is a useful ‘Education’ supplement, and on Wednesday there is a 

useful ‘Society’ supplement   

 The Independent.   

 The Times   

 The Observer   

 The Telegraph   

 The Financial Times   

  

 Websites 

 Sociology Central: http://www.sociology.org.uk/  

 National Statistics: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/glance/  

 Sociology Resources http://www.ruthssociology.com/  
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Spanish  
Books 

 Revision Guides -  Pearson have Revision guides for AS and A2 languages plus grammar workbooks 

 Spanish Dictionary for grammar resources 

 Read any books about Spain that you can find, even if they are in English. The more you know, the 
easier it will be to come up with ideas in an oral, and understand reading and listening texts in an 
exam.  

 Also read literature in Spanish – especially South American writers like García Marquéz and Vargas 
Llosa. Try works by Antonio Gala, Arturo Perez Reverte and Alberto Vazquez Figueroa who are 
contemporary writers from Spain.  
 

Magazines/newspapers 
Read national websites for newspapers like ABC, El Mundo, El País, La Vanguardia, Cambio 16 and Muy 
Interesante.  
 

Films 
Watch any Spanish films you can. Almódovar films in Spanish are particularly popular.  
Use Youtube.com at home to watch clips in Spanish on topics we are studying in class.  
 

Use google.es as your search engine instead of google.co.uk. Have a go and set you phone language to 
Spanish!  
 

Watch online TV in Spanish. Go to:  

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/spanish/tv/  

 www.newsinslowspanish.com  

 www.antena3.com   
 

Websites 

 http://cvc.cervantes.es (for the Instituto de Cervantes)  

 http://spanishrevision.co.uk (go to the A level index)  

 http://lightbulblanguages.co.uk (go to Resources and A’level)  

 www.conjugemos.com – excellent for practising conjugating verbs. 

 www.languagesonline.org.uk  

 http://oye.languageskills.co.uk/index.html  is also good with some reading and sound exercises as well 
as grammar 

 https://language-gym.com/ 
  
 Listening practice 

 https://www.audio-lingua.eu/?lang=en   

 www.rtve.es/rne/envivo.htm.  Select a radio station from the list. 

http://www.newsinslowspanish.com/
http://www.languagesonline.org.uk/
http://oye.languageskills.co.uk/index.html
https://language-gym.com/#!/
https://www.audio-lingua.eu/?lang=en
http://www.rtve.es/rne/envivo.htm

